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Among other things we derive sufficient conditions for a radial basis function 
4: R,, + R that depend on derivatives of 4(c): R , ,, --) R being completely or 
multiply monotone, to admit interpolation on an infinite regular lattice 
If(x) = C f(jMx -ih x E R”, 
jcZ" 
to f : R” + R, where the cardinal function 
x(X) = C cj4(llx -ill), x E R", 
itL" 
satisfies x(r) = 6,, for all 1 E z”. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The radial basis function approach to interpolating an n-variate real 
valued function f : R” + R on the integer grid Z” is the following: given a 
continuous univariate radial basis function C$ :R > ,, + R, we associate the 
n-variate function @ = 4(II . 11) and seek a cardinul function 
x E R”, (1.1) 
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that satisfies 
Therefore, 
z.(x) = C f(j)x(x -& x E R”, 
359 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
is an interpolant to f on the integer lattice whenever (1.3) is well defined. 
Here I] * ]I is the Euclidean norm on R”. This approach provides a versatile 
family of interpolants that depend on the choice of the radial basis 
function 4. Special cases which have been studied in the past are +(r) = r 
(in which case (1.1) is just a linear combination of translates of the 
Euclidean norm), 4(r) = m and 4(r) = l/ m (where c is a 
positive parameter), or 4(r) = r2 log r. 
One of the questions we are most interested in is that of the existence of 
a well-defined cardinal function (1.1) for different choices of 4 and that of 
the behaviour of x(x> for llxll large. The latter is of importance because it 
is necessary to know how fast x(x) decays for large argument in order to 
be able to find suitable growth conditions on f such that (1.3) is a 
well-defined sum. Both of these questions have been addressed in detail by 
the first author [3]. This work also provides results about the approxima- 
tion order of scaled interpolation 
(1.4) 
to sufficiently differentiable functions when h + O+. Both for the conver- 
gence rates of (1.4) and for the asymptotic rate of decay of x(x), very 
favourable results have been found for a class of radial basis 
functions which includes all the ones we have mentioned above. In 
another paper, Buhmann and Powell [4] analyze the behaviour of x(x) for 
large llx]] numerically for the examples mentioned above when it = 2 and 
IZ = 3. For example, when II = 3 and 4(r) = r it was found that the size 
of x(x) diminishes by a factor of almost 10 each time llx]] grows by one 
unit. So we see that the cardinal function (1.1) can have remarkably good 
localization properties for suitable choices of 4. Therefore we conclude 
that interpolation using radial basis functions is a highly promising ap- 
proach to multivariate interpolation. The presently ongoing work about 
radial basis function interpolation and approximation has been reviewed 
comprehensively by Dyn [6, 71. 
In the present paper we take a second look at the solvability of the 
interpolation problem for a class of radial basis functions. In Sections 2 
and 3 we find sufficient conditions on C#J that imply (1.1) exists and is well 
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defined, and that are simpler than those of Buhmann [3]. At the same 
time, these conditions are sufficient to provide estimates of the conver- 
gence rate of (1.4) to differentiable functions f. Our conditions on 4, in 
their weakest form, require that some derivative of +<fi> be multiply 
monotone in the sense of Williamson [13] and have prescribed asymptotic 
behavior at the origin and infinity. This condition on r$ allows us to draw 
conclusions about the generalized Fourier transform of @ and obtain its 
expansion for small and large arguments. Consequently, we can construct 
the cardinal function x and verify the approximation properties of the 
interpolant (1.3). We remark that the classes of functions we consider for 
the infinite interpolation problem at integers are similar to those which 
were shown to be well suited for the finite interpolation problem by 
Micchelli [lo] at any distinct data points. 
In the fourth section of the paper we provide under very weak condi- 
tions an appropriate way to approximate the coefficients (c~}~~ z” in the 
infinite sum (1.1) by quantities solving a finite system of linear equations. 
The latter, as we will show, always has a unique solution and, moreover, 
supplies an approximation in the least-squares ense to the desired cardi- 
nal function x. This approach for solving the infinite interpolation prob- 
lem provides a suitable technique for calculating cardinal functions for the 
multivariate interpolation problem we study in this paper. 
2. COMPLETELY MONOTONE FUN~IONS 
FOR CARDINAL INTERPOLATION 
In this section we shall seek sufficient conditions on the radial basis 
function 4 for the solvability of the cardinal interpolation problem out- 
lined in the Introduction. For this we need the following definition: 
DEFINITION 1. A function g E 7P’(R ,J is said to be completely 
monotone if ( - ll’g”’ is non-negative for all non-negative integers j. 
In the statement of the following theorem we will write f(t) -At-“, 
t + a, where A, (Y E R, a E IF! U (+m), if If(t) -At-“/ = o(t-“), t + a. 
THEOREM 1. Let C$ E e”(rW , J n %(lR 2 J be such that for some non- 
negative integer k the function 
is completely monotone. Zf k = 0, we assume also that (‘(0’) is bounded. 
Let n, (Y, and a’, be such that US, (Y’ I in + k - 1 and 0 < cx < in + 1. 
when k > 0, we also require 0 5 (Y’ < k. Further, suppose that there are 
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constants A* f 0 and A0 satisfying 
s(t) - A*tP, t+ +w, 
and 
t(t) - A’tP’, t + o+. 
Then there is a set of real quantities {c~}~ E L” such that for p := 2k + n - 2a, 
(i) lcjl = 0(/l jll-“-“> and (1.1) converges absolutely, 
(ii) (1.1) satisfies (1.2) and Ix(x)1 = O(llxll-“-“>, 
(iii) (1.3) is exact for f E PiFJ, where PA@’ denotes the linear space of 
polynomials in II variables of total degree up to 1~1, and for f E -dplGW 
with bounded [p]th and 1~1th total order partial derivatives, (1.4) satisfies 
l&f - f Ilm = O(hrP’llog hl), h + O+. 
Here [p] denotes the least integer greater or equal to p, and 1~1 is the 
greatest integer less than p. Before we prove the theorem we note some 
special cases that illustrate the usefulness of Theorem 1. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let q be a non-negative integer. Then 4(r) = r2q+’ 
satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1 for k = q + 1, (Y = (Y’ = i, p = 
2q + n + 1, and for all n E N. 
EXAMPLE 2. 4(r) = Jr” + c2, c # 0, satisfies the assumptions of The- 
orem 1 for k = 1, (Y = $, (Y’ = 0, p = n + 1, and all n E N. 
EXAMPLE 3. f#4r) = l/J??, c # 0, satisfies the assumptions of 
Theorem 1 for k = 0, (Y = i, cx’ = 0, u = n - 1, n r 3. 
Note that in Example 3, it is the condition (Y 5 in + k - 1 with (Y = i 
and k = 0 that restricts the dimension of the underlying space R” to 
n 2 3. 
EXAMPLE 4. For 4(r) = r2q log r, q = 1,2,. . . , the assumptions of 
Theorem 1 hold for k = q + 1, (Y = (Y’ = 1, all n E kJ, and p = 2q + n. 
The idea of the proof of Theorem 1 is to appeal to a general technique 
developed by Buhmann [3] which requires assumptions on the generalized 
Fourier transform of @ = 4(/I . I]). To explain this further we consider a 
continuous radially symmetric function @ which is of at most polynomial 
growth so that its generalized Fourier transform exists and is radially 
symmetric too. Denote the Laplace operator by A and the Dirac Cdistri- 
bution by 6(. ). Then we can prove the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let CD E &(rW’) be of at most polynomial growth and 
radially symmetric. Suppose that its generalized Fourier transform is a sum 
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G, + G, with G, E &(R” \ (0)) and G, = P(A)8(.), P E p;t for some m. 
Denoting G, by 4 and the radial part of & by 4, we assume further that for 
some positive u, f is in %“+rpl(R, ,,) and 
6) I$(p)(r)( = U(r-n-S) 
’ 
r + +co, for some positive 6 and for all 
p = 0, 1,2 ,...,n + Fpl, 
(ii) JCP)(r) N A .J -F---P, r + O+, for all p = 0, 1,2,. . . , n + [uFL], where 
4, + 0, 
(iii) E(r) # 0 for all r > 0. 
Then the function 
1 
X( X) = (2r)n Iw” exp(a.tMt) dt, / x E [w”, (2.1) 
where w(t) := &(t)a(t>-’ and where 
a(t) := c &(t + 274, t E R”, 
IEE” 
is well defined, satisfies (1.2), and Ix(x)1 = O(llxll-“-“). Moreover, the 
interpolation operator (1.3) satisfies conclusion (iii) of Theorem 1. 
Furthermore, if also I+(r)1 = O(r?, asr+ +w,forsomeii<u,thenx 
is given by the absolutely convergent series (1.1) with coefficients 
cj = 
/ 
exp(ij.t)a(t)-‘dq(t), j E Z”, 
where q tk the normalized Lebesgue measure on [-r, ~1” and the cj decay 
as O(ll jll-“-‘). 
Proof It is an easy consequence of the assumptions (i)-(iii) that x is 
defined by an absolutely convergent integral and hence well defined. 
Moreover, whenever j E Z”, 
1 
x(j) = (2Tjn Rnew(iJ)4t) dt / 
/ 
c 
= 
,,,“exp(ij.(t + 2rk))&(t + 2rk) dq(t) 
c 1E.z” &(t + 2?Tl) ” 
= 
/ 
exp( ij.t) dq( t) 
= s,j, 
as required. This settles the first claim. 
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Next, we shall prove the desired estimate for 1x(x)1. We note first that 
w E %“+‘~l(lR” \ 27rZn) by the requirements (i)-(iii) and the differen- 
tiability of 6. For any 0 < 6’ < E’ +Z r choose g E &‘VR> such that 
supp(g) c [-E’, E’] and glL-s~,6~I = 1. We observe that 
G(t) := (1 - c g(llt + 27+(t), t E w, 
IEZ” 
is in 8’+r“l(jWn). Further, it is integrable and so are all its partial 
derivatives up to and including total order II + 1~1. This implies by 
standard estimates for Fourier transforms that 
/ 
exp( iu.t)&( t) dt, x E IF!“, 
R” 
decays as o(llxll-“-‘“‘I for II II x + +a. Therefore we only have to con- 
sider the integral 
j ew@.t) c g(llt + 2d12)w(t) dt, x E R”, 
R” IEZ” 
in order to prove the required estimate. We only estimate the first term in 
this sum, viz., 
/ exp(~.t)g(lltll”)~(t) dt, x E R”, 6%” 
as all other ones can be treated in a similar way. For this purpose we let 
H(t) := c iqt + 2d), t E IF!“, 
1 E Z”\(O) 
and we observe that for small enough E’, 
j~~exp(~.t)g(lltl12)w(t) dt = ~Rnew(~.f)g(llt112) 1 + H(:),&(r) dt 
= / exp(h.t)g(lltl12) 2 ( --ljk$$ dt. 
R” k=O 
Here we note that requirement (ii) implies that the series above converges, 
since 6,(t) -Aolltll-‘L near the origin, p being positive, and since H E 
~P+rpl(( --I$, ~‘1~1, Furthermore, the dominant term with respect to x in 
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the expression above is 
D(x) := -/ exp(~..t)g(lltlI*)H(t)/&(t) dt, x E R”, 
R” 
because the inverse Fourier transform of g(lltll*) decays faster than any 
inverse power of llxll and because requirement (ii) and the differentiability 
of H on ( -E’, E’)” imply that the expression 
t E R”, 
is smoother than -g(lltll*)H(t)/&,(t), i.e., its Fourier transform is domi- 
nated by D(X) in modulus for large Ilxll. We estimate D(x) by first 
rewriting it as 
D(x) = -/ exp(~.t)g(lltll*) 
H(t) 
R” 4#llrF + p(t) --Jtll-q dt 
/ 
IlWH( t) =- 
R” 
exp(k.t)g(lldl*) A 
0 
4(t) - A- - 1 k IltllkP dt IIW Ak, ’ XER”. 
Since, for any positive integer k and any integer vector p = 
(PI, P*, * * * 7 p,) E Z: with Ipl I it + 1~1, we have that 
atgIar;:.‘*eat;” ([cm - gqk$)I = o(lltVP1), lltll + Of, 
and because of the differentiability of H on ( -E’, .&In, we now identify the 
dominant term with respect to x in D(X) as -H(O)/A, times 
/ ew(~.t)g(lltll*)11tll’ dt, x E IF?“. I%” 
Now it is easy to show (see 131) that this integral satisfies 
IJ 
exp(iu.t)g(lltl12)lltll’L dt = O(llxll-‘-“), llxll + +oJ, 
R” 
as required. 
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The remaining assertions concerning the polynomial recovery of (1.3), 
the approximation orders obtainable from (1.41, and the expansion of x in 
integer translates of Q’, are derived by the same methods used in 
Buhmann [3]. Here we only point out that it is essential (and we are going 
to make good use of this later on) that the P(A)N*)-term in the Fourier 
transform of a’, which we called G,, can be disregarded when defining x 
by means of the Fourier transform of @ because of the following remarks. 
We observe that the inverse Fourier transform of P(A)8(-) is 
z-Y-11 . l12)/(2dn, which means that the generalized inverse Fourier trans- 
form of G, is @ - PC-II * 11*>/(2~)“. Moreover, the fact that G, occurs in 
the generalized Fourier transform of @ and the condition I+(r)1 = O(P), 
as r + +w, imply that the degree m of P satisfies 2m I ji < p. Now, 
using the fact that 
u(t)-’ = 
1 IIW 
c qt + 2Tl) N A,’ lltll -+ Of, 
IEE” 
we conclude that all moments Ci E zncjjP of the Fourier coefficients 
{CjljEZ” of u-l of order I pI < Jo must vanish. Consequently, 
C cjP( --11x - jll*)/(2p)” = 0 
jEZ" 
because P E P;” and m < $L. Therefore, 
C cj{@(x -j) - P( -11x - jl1*)/(27;)“} = C cjCa(x -j) = x(x); 
jeB" jEE" 
i.e., the G, term in the generalized Fourier transform of @ never has any 
impact on x. 0 
With this information available we begin the proof of Theorem 1, first in 
the case k = 0. In this event, we can use the Bernstein representation 
theorem (cf. [14, p. 1601) to conclude that 
t 2 0, (2.2) 
where y is a non-decreasing measure which vanishes at the origin. There- 
fore, with r = Ilxll, 
qb(r) = kmexp(-r2/3)dy(P), r2 0, (2.3) 
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which is our starting point for the computation of the generalized Fourier 
transform of @. We note that @ is of at most polynomial growth by the 
growth conditions on t(t). Specifically, I~$(r)l = O(I--~~) = O(r”>, for 
large r, with ii := -2a < p = IZ - 2m. We note that this estimate for the 
growth of C$ at infinity, with jIi = -2a being negative, implies that G, = 0 
(in the notation of the statement of Theorem 2) because a-function terms 
in the generalized Fourier transform of Q, can only occur if Q grows at the 
rate of a non-zero polynomial. 
The computation of the Fourier transform is accomplished by taking the 
Fourier transform of the integrand in (2.3) with respect to x and verifying 
that the resulting integral constitutes a continuous function on R” \ {O} 
(cf. [9, p. 2631). N ow, the Fourier transform of exp(-]I . 112/?) is 
(r/P)“‘2fw( -IM2/(4P)), x E R”, 
and therefore the generalized Fourier transform of (2.3) with respect to 
x is 
f(r) = ?Tn’2 /OIexp( -r”/(4/3))%, r > 0. (2.4) 
The integral (2.4) is well defined for non-zero r as soon as we have shown 
that the integral 
I I / mdr(P) 1 pn12 
is finite. To see that this is indeed the case, we make use of the 
requirement that C$ E 8([w ro) which means that we must have C+(C) E 
&‘(lR > a>. Thus &/t) N A’~c~‘, t + O+, with ci = 0. We may now apply 
the Tauberian theorem for Laplace transforms (cf. [14, p. 1921, see also 
[2]), and thus the assumption 4(,/t) N A”tCa’, t + O+, implies that r(P) N 
AOpa’/r(a’ + 1) = AO, p + + ~0. We conclude that r(P) remains bounded 
for large p and thus rewriting the integral as 
1 / my(P) 43+ y” 1 pn/2+1 ’ 
we see that the expression above is indeed finite. 
By assumption 4(,/t > N A* tpa, t + +m, for CIJ > 0, and hence by in- 
voking the Tauberian theorem again, (2.2) implies that r(P) N A*P”/ 
lxa + l), p -+ o+. A change of variables in (2.4) and integration by parts 
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f(r) = -rTTn/* /,mexp( -@*/4) pn’* dr(P-‘) 
= -qi- n/* /oa exp( -pr*/4) d( P”‘*r( P-l)) 
(2.5) 
2mn/* m 
+----- 
r* /, exp( -Br*/d)d( Pn’2-1y( P-l)), 
r>O. 
So by the Abelian theorem for Laplace transforms (cf. [14, p. 1821) we 
conclude that 
i(r) NA~T-~+*~, r + O+, (2.6) 
where A, = A*I’($z - CX)~“-*~TP/*/I(~) which is a positive multiple of 
A* since cr is positive and less than $z. Here the Abelian theorem can be 
applied because P”/*r(P-‘) -,4*p”/2-a/I(a + 1) and @“I*-‘y(p-‘I - 
A*p”/2-‘-a/IXa + 1) for /3 + +m, and both $r --(Y and $z --(Y - 1 
are non-negative by our requirement cx I +rz - 1. 
The function (2.5) is infinitely differentiable away from the origin. Its 
derivative of order p is found by an application of Rodrigues’ formula for 
Hermite polynomials, which we denote by H, (cf. [l, p. 7851). Specifically, 
we have 
py r) = -TTTn/* 2-p LmH,,(ir@)exp( -pr2/4)pn/*'p/*dy(P-'), 
r > 0. (2.7) 
Using integration by parts, (2.7) can be rewritten as the sum of two terms, 
the first one being 
I,(r) := -r”/*2-P /oa ew( -b-*/J) d( V’2+p/2Hp($@)y( P-l)) 
and the second one being 
I*(r) := qi-n/222-Pr-2 
L ( 
mexp -pr*/4) d +(n + PIP-‘H,($@) 
+ -$H,(;r@) pn/*+P/*r(p-‘) 
1 
. 
We apply the Abelian theorem to each of the above terms successively. 
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Thus we see, for instance, that 
I,(r) N -A*2n-*y/*qa + 1)-l 
X i h,,,I’(i(n + p + 7) - a + 1) * r-n+2a-p, r-0+, 
r=O 
where h, 7 denotes the coefficient of y7 of H,(y), for T = 0, 1, . . . , p. The 
term I,<;>, too, has a leading order asymptotic term at zero which is a 
multiple of ren +201-p. Thus we establish that 
J(P), r) hl 4-n+*a-P, r + o+, p = 1,2 ,***, 
where A, are some real constants. 
Making use of the fact that r(P) N A’@“/~(cx’ + 1) for large p, we 
conclude from the Abelian theorem in the same way as above that 
p< I) - Bor-n+*o’, r+ +w, 
where B, = A”r($ - (~‘)2”-*~‘7r n/2 / r(o’). We have B, = 0 on account 
of the fact that (Y’ = 0; that is, 
If(r)1 = o(r-“), r + +w. 
This is unfortunately not quite good enough for our purposes. We defer 
establishing the required bounds 
($(p)(r)1 = O(r-n-“>, r + +w, p = O,l,2 ,..., n + [pl, (2.8) 
for some positive 6, until later in the proof. Hence, except for the proof of 
(2.8) which still has to be provided, we have proved Theorem 1 in the case 
k = 0. 
When k is positive, we proceed as follows: Again we apply the Bern- 
stein representation theorem, now to the kth derivative of 4(fi), in order 
to obtain 
((T) = kmexp( --7P) h(P), 7 > O7 (2.9) 
for some non-decreasing measure y that vanishes at the origin. We obtain, 
by integrating both sides of (2.9) k times between r = t and T = 1 and by 
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substituting 11~11~ for t, the equation 
Q(x) =~(11~112) + (-l)k~m(w( -IM12P) - 48(llxl12))~. 
x E R”, (2.10) 
where p and qp are polynomials in P’-‘. More specifically, qp is the 
(k - 11th order Taylor polynomial of the expansion of exp(-+I) about 
T = 1. Therefore, lexp(-llxl12/?) - qp(llxl12)l = O(pk>, /3 -+ Of, and 
lew(-lM12P) - q&l121 remains bounded as /3 -+ +m. The integral 
(2.10) exists because 
and 
-h(P) 
I I / ’ Pk cm. (2.11) 
The assertions (2.11) are consequences of the boundedness of y and the 
facts that r(P) - A’/Y’/r(cy’ + 1) as p + + m and that (Y’ is less than k. 
Next we prove that 4 is of at most polynomial growth; specifically, we 
prove that @(r)l = 0(P), as r -+ +m, for some ,Z < p. Indeed, since we 
arrived at (2.10) by integrating 5 k times, we conclude that C$ satisfies, due 
to our growth conditions on 6, 
l4Wl = O(r mWk-2,2k-2al log r) = o(~L”), r -+ +m, (2.12) 
for iL := max[2k - 2,2k - 2cu] + E, where E is any positive number. Since 
(Y < $z + 1, we just have to choose E small enough to obtain jZ < p = 
2k - 2a + II, as required. 
We now proceed as in the case k = 0, and we consider the function 
I@) := ( -qk&2 /orew( -llxl12/(W))$$$, x E R” \ {Oj. 
(2.13) 
We can prove by the methods demonstrated earlier that (2.13) is defined 
by an absolutely convergent integral, because, for p --f $03, r(P) - 
<“@/I’(a’ + 1) and (Y’ I $z + k - 1. We also notice that the radial part 
6 of (2.13) is infinitely differentiable and satisfies, again because of the 
previous analysis, 
$(P)(,.) -A 
J 
-n--zk+zu-p , r+O+, p=o,1,2 )...) (2.14) 
for some constants AP, where A, = A*I’(in + k - CI)~~+~~-~~~?/~/~(OT) 
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and, as can be established similarly, for some real constants BP, 
$qr) - g 
J 
-n-2kf2a’-p , r + +m, p = 0,1,2 ,... . (2.15) 
The constant & is positive since 0 < (Y I $z + k - 1. We note that the 
requirements (Y, (Y’ I $z + k - 1 of the theorem indeed allow us to apply 
the Tauberian and Abelian theorems, in a similar way as we did for the 
case k = 0, for the purpose of deriving (2.14) and (2.15). Since y is a 
non-decreasing measure, 6 is of course always of one sign. Recalling that 
(Y’ < k, we s,ee that the conditions @-(iii) of Theorem 2 hold* for # 
replaced by +, by virtue of (2.14) and (2.15). Therefore, replacing @ by q 
in the definitions of u and w in Theorem 2 yields a cardinal function (2.1). 
We claim that the cardinal function (2.1) we just defined is actually of the 
form (1.0, where 
ew(ij.f) k(t) 
cj 2 / exp(ij.t)a(t)-l &(t) = / c qt+24 lEh”. 
1EZ” 
(2.16) 
This assertion is justified as follows. First, recall that the generalized 
Fourier transform of the term p(II . 112) that appears in (2.10) is 
(27r)‘$(-AM(*). We can disregard this term in the generalized Fourier 
transform of @ because, as we have seen in the last paragraph of the 
proof of Theorem 2, it does not affect the form (1.1) of the cardinal 
function. Hence, upon establishing the identity 
(-1)” C Cj~m(eXP(-llx -ill’@) - qp(llX - jl12))y 
jEZ" 
(2.17) 
where the {cj),., z” are the coefficients (2.16), it follows from (2.1!), the 
remarks at the beginning of \his paragraph, and the definition of*, that 
(2.1) (with @ replaced by Y’) is of the form (1.Q which proves the 
theorem for positive k. 
Let us first observe that both sides of (2.17) are well defined. For this 
purpose we recall that the coefficients {cj),. Ezn satisfy, because of Theorem 
2, lcjl = O(lljll-“-“>, since J, satisfies the assumptions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 
2 and since we have used (2.16) to define these coefficients. The integral 
on the left-hand side of (2.17) is, for large II jll, of order O(ll jll”) because of 
identities (2.10) and (2.12). (Here ii is a constant which was defined in the 
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paragraph that includes the displayed equation (2.12j.j Hence CL < p 
implies that the left-hand side of (2.17) is well defined. We also observe 
that for any 0 < a < b < 03, 
C Cjjb(eXP( --IlX - il12P) - Sp(llX - jll’)}$$ 
jEZ” a 
= j” C cjexp( -lIx - jll’p)~, 
a jEZ" 
(2.18) 
where we have made use of the vanishing moments of the (c~}~,,~ which 
have been explained in the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 2. It is 
important to note that these moment conditions also imply that 
/ C Cj eXP( -lIX - jl12P) 1 = O(P”), 
jcZ" 
P + Of. C2.19) 
Finally, the decay properties of the coefficients (cj)jEZ~ imply 
lj~nCjexP(-ll~ -ill’B)~ 5 C lcjl = o(l), p --+ +a. (2.20) 
jEh" 
Expressions (2.1 l), (2.19), and (2.20) imply that the right-hand side of 
(2.17) is also well defined. So we may pass to the limits a -+ 0, b --f w in 
(2.18) to obtain (2.17). Therefore (2.17) is true and consequently we have 
proved Theorem 1 for k 2 1. 
At this point we are ready to show that the required bound (2.8) holds 
in the case k = 0. For this we make use of the observation that the 
negative of the derivative of a completely monotone function is also 
completely monotone. This we can use to deduce the bound (2.8) from 
(2.15) as follows. Since (‘(0’) is bounded when k = 0, (2.15) holds for 
k = 1 and (Y’ = 0, which means that the radial part of 6 satisfies 
I&‘(r)I = 0(r--n--2--p), r + +w, p = 0,1,2 )... . 
Hence (2.8) is true and Theorem 1 has been proved for the case k = 0 as 
well. 0 
3. MULTIPLY MONOTONE FUNCTIONS FOR CARDINAL INTERPOLATION 
This section will be devoted to further variations of Theorem 1. For the 
following analysis, we recall the notion of multiply monotone functions 
(see also [13]). 
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DEFINITION 2. A function g E d”-‘([w ,a) is called A-times monotone 
(where A > 1 is an integer) if (- l)jg(j) is non-negative, non-increasing, 
and convex for j = 0, 1,2,. . . , A - 2. If g is in %(W ,J and if it is 
non-negative and non-decreasing, then it is called monotone. 
THEOREM 3. Let k and A > 3k + $(5n + 1) be non-negative integers 
and assume 4 E d k+A\(R, J n -6WF, Oj. Suppose that - 
t(t) = $mczL t > 0, 
is A-times monotone and that there exist constants A0 and 
such that 
,$‘A’( t) m /lot-a’-” 7 t -+ Of, 
and A* # 0 and 0 < cy < in + min(k, 1) such that 
,$“‘(t) w A*t--*, t-+ +w. 
If 
( _ l)*ph+k+n/2-3/25(A)(p2), P > 0, 
is twice monotone, then the conclusions @-(iii) of Theorem 1 
(3.1) 
-$<a’<k 
hold. 
In the light of this theorem, we reconsider Example 3 of the previous 
section. 
EXAMPLE 3. 4(r) = l/Jr2 + c2, c # 0, satisfies the assumptions of 
Theorem 3 for k = 0, (Y = i, any A > i(5n + 11, A0 = 0, any - a < (Y’ < 
0, p = n - 1, n 2 2. 
We observe that this is an improvement over our observation in Section 
2. Before proving Theorem 3, we note the following theorem from 
Williamson [13] which characterizes multiply monotone functions. 
THEOREM 4. A necessary and suficient condition that g be a A-times 
monotone function is that g be of the form 
g(T) = j) - @+-l h(P), 7 > 0, (3.2) 
where y is a non-decreasing measure which is bounded below. Specifically, y 
is given by 
A 1 
(-l) - 
‘(‘) = (A - l)! 
+h dg(A-+-‘) + g( +w) 
at its points of continuity. 
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As with the proof of Theorem 1, the proof of Theorem 3 requires us to 
identify the principal part of the generalized Fourier transform of @ and 
its asymptotic behaviour at 0 and at infinity. To this end, we define 
qr( x) := ( - l)k+*2y7-n/2 / ~JVWVJP) p-“,2-2 (*) 
Ml” 
5 (P)dPY 
0 
where we denote A + k + n/2 - 1 by V. Our first goal is to identify the 
asymptotic behaviour of this function 4 at zero and infinity. 
For this purpose, we notice initially that we may write the radial part of 
+ as 
where 
f( p> := ( - l)k+A~TTn/22Y+lpv+l/250( p’), p > 0. (3.3) 
We let h(t) := J,,(t)\lt for all positive t. By Abramowitz and Stegun [l, pp. 
360, 364, Eqs. (9.1.71, (9.2.111, lh(rp>l is uniformly bounded for all /3 and 
Ih( = .(p”+1’2> near the origin for fixed positive r. Furthermore, by 
the assumptions of Theorem 3, 
If(P)1 = 0(pv+l’2-2a-2*), p + +m, (3.4) 
with positive cy and A > 3k + i(5n + l), which implies I, + i - 2a - 
2A < -2(n + k) - 1 < - 1. We also note that 
If(P)1 = qpV+l/2--*), p + o+, (3.5) 
with (Y’ <,k and thus 2~ + 1 - 2a’ - 2h > - 1. Hence the integral 
defining $(r) converges absolutely for all positive r. In fact, we have 
dJE& 2k+2n(R, a). To see this, we require Eq. (9.1.27) on page 361 of 
Abramowitz and Stegun [l] which implies that 
a”(*) 
dt 
=J,-1(t) - ;J,(*), t > 0. 
Therefore, 
dh(rP) 
~ = r-‘(Jv-,(r~)(r~)3’2 - (v - f)h(rfi)), 
dr 
r > 0, (3.6) 
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and by using an inductive argument, we deduce from (3.6) that 
&‘h(rp>/&J’ is a linear combination of the functions 
J,-a( r/3)( rp)a+1’2r-p, r > 0, 
where 6 = 0, 1, . . . , p. Therefore, 
dPh( rP> 
I I drp = o@y+‘/2 ), p -+ o+, p = 0,1,2 )..., (3.7) 
and 
dPh(@) I I drp = O(P”), p + +co, p = 0,1,2 )... . (3.8) 
The bounds (3.4), (3.51, (3.7), and (3.Q together with our observations that 
v+;-2~-2h< -2(n+k)-1 and 2v+l-2a’-2A> -1, im- 
ply that $ is indeed 2(n + k)-times continuously differentiable on R , 0. 
We have now gathered sufficient information to make use of the 
following two Abelian theorems for Bessel transforms (whose proofs we 
include for completeness) in order to determine the asymptotic properties 
of +. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let u E &lR, ,,) be such that u(r) N U*r-“, as r -+ 
+m, and lu(r)l = O(r-‘), as r -+ Of, where 1 <u < v + i and r < 
v + 5. Then 
satisfies V(r) N V+U*r”-’ for r --+ O+, where I/+:= 21/2-“r(i(2~ - 
20 + 3))/lX+(2v + 2a + 1)). 
Proof We denote J,(t>,/t by h(t) for all positive t, as before. We 
observe that V(r) is defined by an absolutely convergent integral for all 
positive r by the assumptions on 7 and (T, since Ih(r~>u(/?)I = O(p”“‘2-‘) 
near the origin and Ih(r$)u(P)I = O(p-“1 for p -+ +w. We note next 
that (cf. [l, p. 4801) 
/ 
0mh(P)P-“d/3 = V+, 
V+ being defined in the statement of the theorem, and so for all posi- 
tive r, 
/ “( rp)P-“dp = V+rupl. 
(3.10) 
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Both integrals (3.9) and (3.10) converge absolutely because 1 < CT < v + i, 
By making use of (3.9) and (3.10) we obtain for positive r and any T > 0, 
pv(r) - u*v+ 1 
= r’- 
I/ 
omh(rp)(u(p) - u*p-“} dp 
Ir l-“~~Tw)(u(P) - u*P-“ldP~ 
+ rlev sup 
PELT, +m) 
Iu( - u* I . ~~W~W”@ 
Ir lea 
I/ 
oTh( r/3){ u( p) - U*p-“) dp 
+ v++ sup 14P)PU - u* I? (3.11) 
PELT, +m) 
where if++:= /,“lh(p)lP-“dp. In Abramowitz and Stegun [l, p. 3601, we 
find that for any fixed positive T and small enough r there is an A’ > 0 
such that 
0 s J,(t) 2 Au, t E [O,Tr]. (3.12) 
By (3.12) there is a positive 6 that depends on T such that for all 
O<r<S, 
I/ 0 
Th(rP)14S> - u*P-“1 dP 5 lol/h(rp)l *lu(P) - u*P-“lQ 
I kr u+1/2 
/ ‘P 
~+q.L(p) - u*p-Qp. 
0 
Hence the expression 
I j 
‘h(rP){u(P) - u*P-“I dP 
0 
is, for every fixed T, of order O(r “+1/2) when r + O+. Since u < v + :, 
we conclude from (3.11) that 
limsupIr’-“V(r) - U*V+ 15 V++ sup MP)PU - u* I. 
r-+0+ /.?E[T, +=) 
Letting T + +a, this implies that 
limsupjr’-“V(r) - U*V+ I 4 V++ limsupIu(p)PU - U* I. (3.13) 
r-+0+ /3-* +m 
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The right-hand side of (3.13) vanishes by the assumptions on CL This 
proves the proposition. 0 
We can prove similarly 
PROPOSITION 6. Let u E k(R ,J be such that lu(r)l = O(rPa), 
as r + +a, and u(r) N U’r-‘, as r + O+, where cr > 1 and 1 < r < v + 
$. Then V(r) w V”UorT-’ for r + +q where V is defined in the pre- 
vious proposition and where V” := 21/2-‘lX$(2v - 27 + 3))/IYi(2u + 
27 + 1)). 0 
We are now ready to determine the asymptotic behavior of ‘@ at zero 
and at infinity. We apply Propositions 5 and 6, setting u to be the function 
f which was defined in (3.3), setting o := 2a + 2A - v - 3, and setting 
r := 2cr’ + 2h - I, - i. Observe that u and T are less than v + $ because 
(Y’ < k, Q < k + in. Moreover, we note that A - 3k - i(5n + 1) 2 4 
because A is an integer which is greater than 3k + i(5n + l), whence the 
requirement cy’ > - i implies (Y’ > - +(A - 3k - @n + l)), and there- 
fore r > 2(n + k) + 1 > 1. We also have (+ > 2(n + k) + 1 > 1 by virtue 
of the lower bound on A and the positivity of (Y. Therefore our assump- 
tions on the asymptotic behaviour of [(*) imply 
J(r) N (_ qk+Q/2y+Q*p7+r-2k-n+2a, r + O+, (3.14) 
where the coefficient of r-2k-n+2a is non-zero, and 
&.> _ ( _ l)k+*~~/22v+lAoI/or-2k-n+2a’, r + +m. (3.15) 
Next we find the asymptotic behaviour of the derivatives of 6. To this 
end we note that, using u, u, and r as defined above, Propositions 5 and 6 
imply that as long as u - 6 > 1 and T - 6 > 1, the function 
r > 0, 
has the same asymptotic orders as 
/ mh(rP)f(P) 43, 
r > 0, 
0 
for r near the origin and for large r. Since u and T are greater than 
2(n + k) + 1, the conditions u - 19 > 1 and r - 6 > 1 allow us to take 
6 = 1,2,. . . ) 2(k + n). Hence, by virtue of the remarks we made after the 
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displayed equation (3.6), we conclude that 
@P)(~) ry Apr-2k-n+2ff--P, r + O+, p= 1,2 ,..., 2(n + k), (3.16) 
$P,( r) N Bpr-2k-n+h’-p, r -+ +m, p = 1,2,. ..,2(n + k). (3.17) 
The definition of @ and (3.14)~(3.17) imply that the assumptions (i)-(ii) of 
Theorem 2 are true for f replaced by 4 and for p := 2k + n - 2a. Here 
it is important to note that IZ + [PL] 5 2(k + n), since, the asymptotic 
expressions (3.16) and (3.17) being valid for the derivatives of 4 up to and 
including order 2(n + k), they hold in particular for the derivatives up to 
and including order II + [PL]. Assumption (iii) of Theorem 2 holds on 
account of the following Proposition 7. 
PROPOSITION 7. Suppose that g is a twice monotone function and non- 
zero. Then for any v 2 3, 
is positive whenever it is defined by an absolutely convergent integral. 
ProoJ: To see this we appeal to a special case of an inequality proved 
by Gasper [8, p. 4121, namely, for v 2 +, u > 0, and x > 0, 
/ 
m(l - at), t3’2Jy(xt) dt > 0. 
0 
Therefore, if g is any non-negative, non-increasing, and convex function, 
written in the Williamson form 
s(P) = /,,(I - 49+d+)> P > 0, 
for non-decreasing 7, we have 
for positive r and v 2 +. q 
Setting g(p) := (- l)h~h+k+n~2-3~2~(h)(~2), which we assumed to be 
twice monotone, we see that $ is non-zero, as required in as:umption (iii) 
of Theorem 2. Consequently, according to Theorem 2, 1I’ induces a 
cardinal function (2.1) (with <D replaced by $) which satisfies the conclu- 
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sions of the theorem. Next, we will show that (2.1) reduces to the form 
(1.1) with the coefficients given by (2.16). 
To this end, we observe that the assumption that (3.1) be A-times 
monotone admits a representation of @ similar to (2.10). Specifically, 
noting that the assumptions about the growth of {@) at infinity and the 
positivity of (Y imply that 5 vanishes at infinity, we see that by Theorem 4 
the integral representation (3.2) for g = 5 holds with 
dr(P) = (A - ,)f 
(-l)” -1-A\5(h)(P-1) @ 
, p > 0. 
Thus 
t(7) = km0 - M’i-‘f*(P) 0, 7 > 0, (3.18) 
where we let 
WY _ _ 
f*(P) := (* _ ,)!P l *P(P), p > 0. 
We integrate (3.18) k times between T = 1 and 7 = t and substitute 
t = 11~11~ to obtain 
(-1)” m 
Q(x) =P(llxl12) + & ((1 - 11~112~):+*-1 -Q3(ll”l12)) f *(PI 0 p Y 
k 0 
x E R”, (3.19) 
where p and q8 are in l$- ’ and (h)k is the Pochhammer symbol (cf. [l, 
p. 2561). In fact, q8 is given by the (k - 1)th order Taylor polynomial of 
the function (1 - rp)yk-l about r = 1. Thus the bracketed term in the 
integrand of (3.19) is for every x of order O(pk), p --, O+; furthermore, it 
is bounded for large p. We recall that by the assumptions on 5, 
If*(P)I = .(P+=>, P + o+, (3.20) 
and 
If*(p)1 = O(pel+a’), p + +m. (3.21) 
Thus in total we see that (3.20) and (3.21) and our assumptions (Y > 0, 
CY’ < k imply that (3.19) is well defined and hence the k-fold integration of 
(3.18) is valid. 
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In view of th: analysis in the proof of Theorem 1, we now only need to 
show that the q considered above is the generalized Fourier transform 
(-Vk m,, 
/ 
f*(P) @ 
(A)~ o gP(Ilxtl) pk ’ x E UP, (3.22) 
where ~P(]]~]]) is the Fourier transform of 
(1 - IIXI12p):+k-*, x E R”. (3.23) 
The Fourier transform of (3.23) is given by the Bessel transform 
( 2%p2 
II-d 0 n/2-1 / ( 
“@ 1 - s~~)*+~-~s~~~J~,~_I(SII~/I) ds, n E B-8” 
[12, p. 1711 which, with the aid of Eq. (11.4.10) on page 485 of Abramowitz 
and Stegun 111, becomes 
2”7r”‘2(h + k - 1)!JU(II~II/~~)IIxll-“~~“+k-“‘2-1~’2, x E R”. 
This implies that (3.22) is equal to 
( - l)k+*y&v2 j mJv(llxll’y’p) p-v/2-2&(A)(p-1) dp 
ll~llY 
7 x E W\(O). 
0 
(3.24) 
Thus we have obtained 4 and proved Theorem 3. 0 
4. CONDITIONALLY POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRICES 
AND CARDINAL INTERPOLATION 
Suppose that C#J is a radial basis function which admits a cardinal 
function; i.e., there is a solution vector (~~1,. E Bn so that the function 
X(x) = C cj+(llx --ill), x E R”, 
jsL" 
satisfies x(l) = a,, for all 1 E Z” and such that the series is absolutely 
convergent. In this section we shall show how this vector can be approxi- 
mated by vectors {cj’l; E r, I? being a finite subset of Z”, that arise from 
solving a finite linear system that is “strictly conditionally positive definite” 
Of some order. Recall that a matrix A = (LZ~,~>~,~ =r iS said t0 be strictly 
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conditionally positive definite of order s if it is symmetric and positive 
definite on the linear subspace of vectors c = (cjljE r that satisfy 
Cj,,cjp(j) = 0 for all p E pi-r. 
The first two preliminary results will be stated for a general n-variate 
function @ : R” -+ R. Later on, we will make use of these preliminary 
results in the special case @ = c$(II * II). 
DEFINITION 3. Let Cp :R” + IR be an even continuous function of at 
most polynomial growth. Suppose that, for some P E p;“, the generalized 
Fourier transform of @ + P(II * 11’) is in C(W \ IO}); call it 6. Suppose 
also that 6 > 0 and p 2 0 are constants such that $A > m and 
6) I&x>1 = O(llxll-“-9, as 11x11 + +9 
(ii) I&(x>1 = O(llxll-@), as llxll + Of. 
Then we say that @ is weakly-p-admissible. 
For any finite set r c Z” we let 
F; = 
1 
T = c cj exp(ij:) c cjp( j) = 0, Vp E pi,“-’ . 
jEr jsr I 
Then we can establish the following lemma. 
LEMMA 8. Let @ be weakly-p-admissible and r c Z” be finite. Then for 
any T = CjErcj exp(ij. * ) E Y;, s 2 ipFL, we have 
CT being defined in the statement of Theorem 2. In particular, if u is a 
non-negatiue function which is not identically zero, then the matrix 
(@(j - k))j,kEr is strictly conditionally positive definite of order s. 
Proof. By the requirements on & and because IT( = 0(IIxI12”) near 
0, 2s being at least as large as CL, the integral 
is finite. Using the Plancherel theorem [9, p. 2581, (4.1) equals 
JRn{lw12)+w + p(M12)}du, 
(4.1) 
where P is the polynomial mentioned in Definition 3. But the generalized 
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Fourier transform of ITI is given by 
[IT(x)/2]A = c c c,c,S(j - k -x), x E IL!“, 
jsr kcT 
(cf. [9, “Table of Fourier transforms”]). Thus we obtain that (4.1) is the 
same as 
where in the last line we have made use of the fact that T E Yr implies 
On the other hand, the periodicity of T implies that (4.1) is the same as 
which equals 
/k(x) I2 c &,(x +24 h(x) = /IT(x) 12+) h(x), 1E.z” 
by the dominated convergence theorem which we may apply because of 
requirement (i) of Definition 3. •I 
This lemma has several consequences. The first, although not central to 
our purpose in this section, is nonetheless a useful observation about the 
finite sections of the bi-infinite Toeplitz matrix (@(j - k)Ij, k E z”. Specifi- 
cally, the quadratic form which appears in Lemma 8 can be bounded 
below by 
& C C cjck+(j - k) 2 Om C lcj12 
jer ksT jcr 
when we assume a(x) # 0, for all x E L-r, rl”, set E := sgn a(x), and 
%I := min XE[-r ,,MxI. w e can give a convenient bound for a,,, when Q, 
is a radial basi’s function that satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1: 
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according to the proof of Theorem 1, 6(x> is on R” \ (01, 
( - l)%rQ h(P) (ew( -llxl12/(4P))~. 
Consequently, 
la(x)1 = Trn’2 dr(P) /om,EIn ew( -11x + 27U12/(4P))gk+;;72. 
Since 
exp( -lIx + ~11’) + exp( -II x - ~11’) 2 2ew( -lM12 - llvl12) 
for all x, y E OX”, we have by the periodicity of V, 
l~(x)l 2 7Fi2 /oaexp( -llxl12)~tc,n ew( -lld12/B)~ 
2 g:, := =*I2 h(P) exp( -T’~)~~,,C, exp( -lld12/P)~ 
n 
> 0. 
Therefore we have obtained a positive lower bound on a,. Now suppose 
that we have the particular case that the finite Toeplitz matrix 
(@(j - k))j k E r is strictly conditionally positive definite of order 0, that is 
(strictly) positive definite. Then we know that all eigenvalues of the matrix 
are positive, and a,!,, supplies a lower bound on them. This applies, e.g., to 
the case when @(xl = l/d= for some real non-zero c (cf. [101X 
On the other hand, if the finite Toeplitz matrix (@(j - k))j,k-cr is 
strictly conditionally positive definite of order 1, then we know that all but 
one of the eigenvalues are positive, and aA supplies a lower bound on the 
positive ones. If, further, a(O) is non-positive, then the trace of our finite 
Toeplitz matrix is non-positive and so is the sum of all the eigenvalues 
of the matrix. Hence the remaining eigenvalue has to be negative 
and, in modulus, larger than all the positive ones we have bounded below 
already. Hence a,!,, provides a lower bound on the moduli of all eigenval- 
ues of our matrix. This analysis applies, for instance, to the choice 
a(x) = - JLFZ (see, again, [lo]). 
We now prove the main theorem of this section: 
THEOREM 9. Let r c Z” be a finite subset with 0 E r and r = -r. 
Suppose that CD is weakly-p-admissible, u (as defined in Theorem 2) is 
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non-negative and not identically zero , $L I s I u, and the only p E pi,“-’ 
that vanishes on r is p = 0: 
(i) Then there is a unique vector {c:>~ E ,. and a unique pr E pi’,“-’ such 
that 
c cj’I(j) = 0, Vp E pi’,“-‘. (4.2) 
jEr 
(ii) Moreover, when u is positive and {J?n}EzO is any sequence offinite 
subsets that each satisfy the above requirements on r, and if r, c r,,, and 
for any K there is an N such that [-K, K]” I? Z” c r,, then 
lim CON = I / exp(ij.t)a(t)-Ids(t), j E Z”. N-m 
Proof. Take any T = Ej t r , c. exp(d.. ) E F+. By the previous result, 
the quadratic form 
C C cjck@(j - k) = /IT(t) I*a(t> h(t) 
jEr keT 
is positive unless cr = 0, which is not the case. Consequently, it follows by 
standard arguments [lo] that the linear system (4.2) has a unique solution. 
The second assertion is proved in two steps. We will first show that the 
solution {~,r}~ E r of (4.2) yields an element 
T,(t) = c CFeXP(ti.t), t E R”, 
jsr 
of F; such that 
7r := jIT,(t)o(t) - l/*v(t)-‘dq(t) 
= ,F; jIT(t)u(t) - 112u(t)-‘dqct)* 
r’ 
This requires showing that the orthogonality conditions 
/(T,(t)o(t) - l)T(t) dq(t) = 0, VT E F;, (4.3) 
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hold. This is (by Lemma 8) equivalent to showing that 
C C cFck@( j - k) = /T(t) dq( t) = co, 
jsr k-sr 
(4.4) 
and (4.4) follows from (4.2) by multiplying both sides of the first equation 
of (4.2) by ck and summing over k E I?. 
The second step consists of showing that r,,, := or, + 0 as N --f 03. The 
importance of this observation rests on the bound 
I j 
CT - exp(ij.t)a(t)-i&(t) 
= w)~ww I/ 
-’ exp( ij.t) dq( t) - / exp( ij.t)a( t)-’ dq( t) 
= [Tr(t)a(t) - l]a(t)-‘exp(ij.t) dq(t) 
(1 1 
l/2 
I a(t)-‘&(t) l/2 Tr 3 
where we have used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in the last line. 
In order to establish that rN -+ 0, as N + m, we choose any trigonomet- 
ric polynomial S of order N and set 
Q(t) := c fi sin(&)“‘, t E R”. 
IIIcs v=l 
Here, 1 = (I,, I,, . . . , I,) E Z:. By the theorem’s requirements, there is a 
I?, such that SQ E Fr$ and so, by the definition of rN and by the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
TN I jb(r)Q(Wl - 112+)-’ h(t) 
I IIS - a-'/Qllmj~(~)lQ(~)12ds(~). 
The integral is clearly bounded and by the density of trigonometric 
polynomials we can make the other term as small as we like because p 2 s 
implies that u-‘/Q is continuous. This completes the proof. 0 
We remark that the actual decay of the error of the approximation for 
J exp(ij.t)a(t)-‘dq(t) 
by cp can be related to the smoothness of u-l, but we do not elaborate 
on this here. 
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We state two corollaries to Theorem 9. To this end, we introduce the 
following notation: Let r, {c:}~ E r, and pr be as defined in the theorem 
and set 
and 
J@(x) := c +D(x -j), x E R”, (4.5) 
jsr 
/f,(x) := h-(x) + Pr(X), x E IR”. (4.6) 
COROLLARY 10. Let @ and {r,}g,=, be as in Theorem 9 where we 
suppose that & is positive instead of the weaker requirement hat u be 
non-negative . Then 
lim Ilx - irNll, = $JI~IIx - xrNlla = 0, 
N-+m 
(4.7) 
where ,y is defined in (2.1) and where 
1 
Ilf 11: = (2T)” Qg” -/ a(t)-‘[f(t)j2dt. 
Proof. We note first that IlprNll,, = 0 for all N because twice the 
degree of each polynomial prN is less than the order of the zero of (+-* at 
0. Therefore we only have to show that 
lim lx - xrNIL = 0. 
N-m 
Take TrN as in the proof of Theorem 9. Hence 
1 
dx) = (24” iw” -/ exp(ix.t)&(t)(a(t)-’ - TrN(t))dt 
1 
+ (24 R” / 
exp(zi.t)&( t)TrN( t) dt, 
and, therefore, 
IIX - XI& = (2T)” Iw” ‘-/ &(t)‘Il - a(t)TrM(t)12cr(t)-3dt 
= / c &(t + 2&)‘(1 - ~(t)TI:Y(t)12~(t)-3dq(t) 
IGL” 
5 /I1 - dt>TrN(t) 12’+(V1 k(t) 
= 
TN. 
This finishes the proof since TV ---) 0 as N -+ 03. 0 
As a consequence of Theorem 2 and Theorem 9 and the previous 
corollary, one also obtains 
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COROLLARY 11. If C$ satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2 and if we 
set @ = c#I(II * II), then the Ccir”)j~r, of Theorem 9 tend to the solution 
ccjlj E L n of the cardinal interpolation problem stated at the beginning of this 
section. Moreover, the functions (4.5) and (4.6) satisfy (4.7). 
In contrast to our approach, Chui, Diamond, and Raphael [51 construct 
a sequence of functions {,Y~};=~, say, which approximate x by a Neu- 
mann-series approach. They obtain an approximation 
QNfW = c f(j)xdx -jL x E R”, 
jEL" 
which is exact for some class of polynomials. However, their approxima- 
tions ,y,, are not, in general, cardinal functions on a finite subset r of Z” 
as the ir defined in (4.6) are. 
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